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SYNOPSIS

Born Into This by Adam Thompson is a collection of 
short stories set in the author’s homeland of Lutruwita 
(Tasmania). The stories are inspired by Adam’s life and 
work within the Tasmanian Aboriginal community. Adam 
has strong connections to the Bass Strait Islands and 
draws on these experiences in his work. He has been 
involved in Tasmanian Aboriginal political movements 
and seeks to educate the broader Australian and 
international community about Tasmanian Aboriginal 
heritage, racism, heritage destruction and identity.

Adam explains that the title of this collection reflects how 
Australians have no choice but to grapple with these 
issues, no matter who they are or what side of the issues 
they fall on, all of us are born into these struggles: ‘The 
connecting thread between these stories is reflected in 
the title: Born Into This. Aboriginal people inherit values 
and an identity that are different to those of the majority 
of “Australians” – yet we all have to live together. This 
wrestle between cultures, values and rights creates a 
whole range of interesting scenarios, some of which I 
have tried to capture in these stories.’ 

The short stories in this collection represent shards of 
history that span a whole range of common Aboriginal 
experiences. While the experiences of racism, heritage 
destruction and identity challenges are universal to 
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, 
the power is in the specificity: each general experience 
is explored through a particular character’s personal 
story. 

Some of the short stories connect with each other 
through a common event or setting, such as the 
Hobart Invasion Day protests contesting Australia Day 
celebrations, but ultimately each story stands on its 
own. Teachers can therefore select short stories that 
connect with a particular topic or theme, perhaps within 

the context of a broader novel study. Some of the 
topics covered include:

• In ‘The Old Tin Mine’ and ‘Honey’: the 
hypocrisy and cynicism that exists in 

the ‘cultural industry’ where some 
people (both Aboriginal and non-
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BACKGROUND

It is difficult to study texts by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander authors without an understanding 
of the sociopolitical and historical contexts in which the texts sit. For an overview of cultural and 
historical contexts with key resource links, see Reading Australia’s teacher resource for Ellen van 
Neerven’s Heat and Light (https://readingaustralia.com.au/lesson/heat-and-light/).

Tasmanian Context
Tasmania’s unique experience of colonisation includes several aggressive frontier wars aimed at 
pushing Aboriginal people down to the south-eastern tip of the island on what is now called 
the Tasman Peninsula. Population was decimated and incorrect myths about ‘the last Tasmanian 
Aborigine’ have pervaded well into recent history. Tasmanians only recently began to understand 
and acknowledge that Tasmanian Aborigines continue to populate the state and continue practising 
and teaching their culture. A unified Tasmanian language created from oral histories, community 
memories and settler recordings is called palawa kani. 

With the revival of language, language names for landmarks and sacred sites are increasingly 
adopted. Lutruwita is palawa kani for ‘Tasmania’.
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THEMES

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait
   Islander customs and beliefs:
 o Kinship
 o Community
 o Stories
 o Spirituality
• Racism in Australia
• Impacts of colonisation on
 Aboriginal and Torres Strait
 Islander peoples
• Surviving colonisation
• History wars/Australia Day
 debate (divided opinion about
 how to represent Australian
 history)
• Identity and belonging
• Heritage destruction

Aboriginal) seek to commoditise culture and make 
money out of it without any good intentions to share 
knowledge and build reconciliation.

• In ‘Born Into This’, ‘Invasion Day’, ‘Descendant’ and 
‘Kite’: Aboriginal activism and service to community 
being seen as oppositional to broader Australians and, in 
some cases, illegal in Anglo-Australian law; institutional 
racism.

• In ‘Descendant’, ‘Sonny’, ‘Born Into This’ and ‘Bleak 
Conditions’: Aboriginal identity being challenged by both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, and institutions 
seeking to manage/control Aboriginal people’s lives; 
notions of who is a ‘real Aborigine’; the complexity of 
Aboriginal identity and ‘shame’ associated with that 
identity for some.

• In ‘Summer Girl’ and ‘Your Own Aborigine’: power 
dynamics and exploitation in interracial relationships.

SYNOPSIS (continued)
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Michael Mansell is a key figure in Tasmanian Aboriginal activism. He is a lawyer, community leader 
and chair of the board of the Aboriginal Land Council.

Resources useful for providing background knowledge for stories in Born Into This include:

• Summary of the Frontier Wars and ‘The Black Line’: 
 https://www.nma.gov.au/defining-moments/resources/the-black-line

• Cultural and geographical information about continuing Tasmanian Aboriginal cultures,
 including an explanation of muttonbirding, which is an important cultural activity that features
 in many of the short stories: 
https://www.tmag.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/66766/Voices_of_Aboriginal_Tasmania_
ningenneh_tunapry_education_guide.pdf

• Tasmanian history timelines and information: 
 https://www.utas.edu.au/library/companion_to_tasmanian_history/F/Frontier%20Conflict.htm

• Tasmanian cultural information and history: 
 https://tacinc.com.au/pulingina-to-lutruwita-tasmania-place-names-map/ 

Complexity of Aboriginal identity

Racism is perpetuated through Australian constructions of who is a ‘real’ Aborigine. This was 
explored in Australian media during the Anita Heiss vs Andrew Bolt case (http://anitaheissblog.
blogspot.com/2011/09/my-statement-on-todays-in-in-federal.html) and explored in depth in 
Anita Heiss’s book-length response to the Bolt case: Am I Black Enough For You? Stephen Oliver 
commented on this topic in an accessible spoken word performance at the 2015 NITV National 
NAIDOC Awards (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GW3dks0Eu5Q).

BACKGROUND (continued)

STUDY NOTES

• In ‘Honey’ (p. 19), Sharkey tries to take advantage of his friendship with Nathan by asking 
Nathan what the Aboriginal word for honey is because he believes that will make his business 
popular. In complete hypocrisy and flagrant disregard for his ‘friend’, he then brags about 
being part of the desecration of significant Aboriginal artefacts such as stone tools found on 
his family’s property. Nathan is trapped in the ute with Sharkey, listening to this story of cultural 
desecration, and his response is to hold on to his beanie with the Aboriginal flag, stare down at 
it, avoid eye contact with Sharkey and stay quiet. The only detail giving away his anger is that 
his hands were trembling (p. 25).  
 
Discuss with students why Nathan doesn’t feel confident to respond to Sharkey in this moment. 
Consider why Sharkey is sharing this story that he knows will offend Nathan while at the same 
time relying on Nathan to help him with the beehives and supply him with the Aboriginal word 
for honey for his business. Is this a deliberate show of Sharkey’s ‘power’ as a white man over 
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Nathan who is Aboriginal, or is Sharkey unaware of his hypocrisy? Is this a true friendship?

• In ‘Sonny’ (p. 95), the narrator shares, with guilt, how he belittled his friend and coined a racist 
tag for him that stuck within their football community. He notes that the point where the two 
interracial friends started to notice their differences was when they became teenagers. Sonny 
would leave school for months at a time to go muttonbirding and come back to school with 
a renewed strength in his cultural identity from being out on his country engaging in cultural 
practices with his family (p. 100). Jealousy over this, and Sonny’s sporting prowess, led to the 
racist and belittling treatment. 
 
Discuss why a friendship issue such as jealousy would lead to a person racially discriminating 
against their friend. Is this an indication that the interracial friendship was not a solid or ‘real’ 
friendship based on mutual respect? Are there similarities between this relationship and that 
of Nathan and Sharkey’s in ‘Honey’? Are interracial relationships possible, or will a power 
imbalance always exist due to the pervading inequalities between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
people? Was this childhood incident a conscious or subconscious attempt to control Sonny’s 
cultural practice and identity?

• In ‘Born Into This’ (p. 31), several types of identity stereotypes are explored: the ‘white 
mainlander’ is described as having an assured air; the ‘Johnny-come-lately’ describes people 
who claim Aboriginal descent even through a tenuous family link and seek to ‘get stuff’ out of 
their new-found heritage; a ‘tick-a-box’ is someone who claims to be Aboriginal but has no 
evidence of their ancestry. They tick the Aboriginal box on forms, the census, and use Aboriginal 
services that don’t require them to prove their identity (e.g. federal services such as ABSTUDY 
and Centrelink). In ‘Descendant’ (p. 77), Dorothy’s strength and power as an Aboriginal leader 
in her community is deliberately squashed by the school by allowing other students with 
less established heritage to ‘claim’ their Aboriginality and ‘take over’ the cultural centre that 
Dorothy established. This is her safe space where she can practise and be proud of her cultural 
heritage; it is desecrated when the ambivalent ‘new’ Aboriginal student takes her non-Aboriginal 
friends there, and Dorothy finds them with their feet on the desks, drawing on property and 
disrespecting the space. 
 
Discuss the idea of a ‘Johnny-come-lately’ from multiple perspectives. If you were to find 
Aboriginal heritage in your ancestry, wouldn’t it be your right to celebrate that? If you ‘qualified’ 
for financial assistance or other community support due to your new-found identity, should you 
take it? Is the school’s action in opening up access to the cultural room to more students who 
identify as Aboriginal justified? Often institutions ‘squeeze out’ Aboriginal people through actions 
that, on the surface, are completely legitimate and ‘by the book’, as in ‘Descendant’. Is this 
another form of racism?

• Discuss the metaphor at the end of ‘Descendant’ when Dorothy’s mug breaks and she 
states, ‘You’ll never get that back together … It’s too broken’, to which Amelia replies, 

‘Nothing that a bit of superglue won’t fix’ (p. 91). What comment is this making on race 
relations in Australia?
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• In ‘Kite’ (p. 189), we see the Australia Day beach scene through the eyes of an Aboriginal 
person; he thinks of the beach as normally being a ‘demilitarised zone’ where race doesn’t 
matter, but it is different on Australia Day. The Anglo-Australians have zinc on their faces – their 
version of ochre – a cultural practice. Seeing all the Australian flags waving on the beach makes 
the Aboriginal person feel intimidated and uneasy (p. 191), and he does the ‘walk of shame’ 
carrying his Aboriginal flag–themed kite. Someone tells him to ‘fuck off with your Abo flag’ (p. 
193), but he continues and is soon amazed by the strength of the kite when flying, comparing 
it to the way muttonbirds move (p. 194). This serves as a metaphor for strength of continuing 
culture. When the kite is performing well, wowing the spectators, the Aboriginal colours are 
accepted. When the wind drops out and the kite loses its vigour, the crowd doesn’t just lose 
interest but attack the Aboriginal colours as being divisive. This becomes a metaphor for how 
successful Aboriginal people are treated, and how easily they are turned on by the masses. 
Think about Cathy Freeman and Adam Goodes.  
 
Consider how this story provides insight into how Aboriginal people continue to be managed 
and punished for being proudly connected to culture.

• Consider the many viewpoints around the Australia Day/Invasion Day debates. There is a good 
collection of resources on this topic here: https://www.seaq.org.au/Australia-Day-Classroom-
Resources 

 
EXTENSION

• Despite the limitations of the short story format, Adam Thompson creates remarkably
 powerful characterisation through characters’ physical description and actions. Discuss the
 effectiveness of the following character descriptions:
 o Kat in ‘The Blackfellas from Here’, pp. 131–143
 o Kara in ‘Born Into This’, pp. 31–41
 o Sharkey in ‘Honey’, p. 20, 24

• Consider the descriptions of landscape and how these embody the Aboriginal connection 
 to country in the following: pp. 20–21; p. 32; p. 108.

• Some of the stories seem to claim revenge for Aboriginal people by either reversing the 
exploitation and power in interracial relationships, or having a dark twist where ‘karma’ 
redresses the wrongs dealt to Aboriginal people. Discuss the power of these stories and
how these might impact Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal readers differently: see ‘Honey’, pp.
19–27; ‘Summer Girl’, pp. 67–74; ‘The Blackfellas from Here’, pp. 131–143.
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About the writer of the Teachers’ Notes

Cara Shipp is a Wiradjuri/Welsh woman (descending from the Lamb and Shipp families in 
Central Western NSW) and currently leads Years 7 to 12 at Silkwood School, Mount Nathan, 
in the Gold Coast hinterland. She has previously run alternative educational programs for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students; held Head Teacher English/HASS/Languages 
positions; and served as President, Vice President and Editor with the ACT Association for the 
Teaching of English (ACTATE). Cara has completed a Masters degree in Education focusing 
on Aboriginal literacy, and regularly presents cultural competence training at local and National 
conferences, particularly within the context of incorporating Indigenous perspectives into the 
English curriculum. In 2013, Cara was part of the ACARA working party on incorporating the 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures Cross-curriculum priority into the 
Civics and Citizenship curriculum.

Author Motivation

The stories in Born Into This are inspired by my life and work within the Tasmanian Aboriginal 
community. In my younger days, I spent long periods of time living and working on the Bass 
Strait islands, which I still visit regularly today. It is these experiences I often draw on in my 
work. I have also been involved in the political movement in Tasmania, and am passionate 
about educating the wider Australian, and international, community about the issues pakana 
people face, such as racism, heritage destruction and identity.


